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Sara Hawthorne thought she had found the man of her dreams. He was caring, protective to a fault

and desired her in ways she had only dreamed of. Her life was finally falling into place until a secret

tore her new world apart. Reeling from a devastating betrayal, she ran from the only man who had

broken down her defenses, making her feel alive after years of simply existing. Alek Devera risked it

all to keep her safe. His own happiness meant nothing if she wasnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t protected. But when

Sara ended their relationship, the evidence of his betrayal strewn at her feet, he vowed to win her

back, putting their delicate future into fateÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hands.Will Sara give Alek the chance he needs

to explain or will she choose to forge ahead with her simple life, leaving her heart in the shadows

along with her dreams for a happily ever after? **Author's note** This book ends on a cliffhanger.

The third book in the trilogy will be released on July 7, 2015
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Finished shattered so quickly I was ready for book 3.. The book has gotten so good, looking forward

to what's to come next. It leaves you with anticipation for what's about to happen next.



I loved this trilogy. I was sad when I finished it because I had grown to love the characters and

wanted more. I would recommend this trilogy to others. I also look forward to reading more from this

author because I like her writing style.

I bought this book in the morning and finished it by the end of the day. It keep me on the edge want

to know what was going to happen next in this crazy relationship

This book was written very amateurish and child like. The responses were way over the top. They

both get off the charts furious with each other- over every single "misunderstanding

I didn't think she could do any better than the first book, but boy was I wrong!! It's suspense filled&

Ihave totally enjoyed it!!

Love how this story continues. Lots of emotional ups and downs for the characters. Definitely can't

wait to read the next one

WAY better than the first! Couldn't put it down. Ended leaving me so curious that I immediately

ordered the last book.

Love this book series! Love story and thriller!! Would recommend to anyone that loved 50 shades of

grey!! Thriller book
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